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EDITORIAL 
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ALIEN INVASION REHEARSAL? 

The unexpected onset of "Foot and Mouth" disease in Britain, starting in late February, 
reveals how tackling a problem like this goes back to the "dark ages" with instant execution 
of millions of farm animals on the slightest pretext of having the disease or being 
"contiguous" to a known outbreak. In the later stages we learn that something l ike a third of 
the cull was totally unnecessary as lab tests on tissue have proven negative subsequently. 

It has become clear that MAFF government officials operating like headless chickens could 
only guess where the virus was l ikely to move to, and the smoke from the burning pyres of 
carcasses looks to have been a good candidate for spreading infection inspite of claims to the 
contrary. Certainly in  Cumbria, the worst hit area, the very open terrain points to virus in 
smoke spreading like wildfire to unaffected farms. 

All this might give some indication of what might happen if an alien form - totally invisibie -
should suddenly manifest itself in taking over the minds or bodies of humans or animals. 
The possibility has been suggested in tictional works such as "Invasion of the Bodysnatchers" 
(filmed 1956 and 1978). Where the victims appear unaltered physically, only tell-tale changes 
of personality might indicate some form of possession had taken place. 

Over and above all this speculation, the aftermath of the outbreak of F&M, recently 
described by the government's chief scientist as the worst ever recorded, means that large 
chunks of the countryside in Bri tain will be out of bounds for most of 2001 reducing the 
skywatch and cropwatch potential. Fields where there are grazing animals wil l  have 
prohibited access via public foot paths even though there may not be any F&M outbreaks 
anywhere near. For instance, White Horse Hill, Uffington, Oxon - one of our favourite 
observation areas remains closed off as sheep graze on it. Oxfordshire was declared disease 
free at the end of April after just 2 outbreaks of F&M. Other counties such as Buckingham 
have been very reluctant to reopen any foot paths even though they have not had a single 
outbreak. There are strong indications of government coverups and threats of further 
draconian measures after the General Election on June 7th, depending on which newspaper 
you read. 

Another "Martian Face" has been unveiled. Spotted from latest NASA footage, the new face 
in the region known as Syrtis Major is about 3000 miles from the Cydonia figure discovered 
from the 1976 Viking mission. (Details in the news opposite). What can loosely be 
described as a "face" is over a mile across and becomes slightly more animated when juggled 
with by computers. (Continuous panning through many thousands of photographs that the 
Mars Global Surveyor has produced by now is bound to raise the possibil ity that "faces" are 
there purely by the random positioning of rocks, craters and fissures ). This type of exercise 
seems to recall the ancient art of star gazing and establishing figures of mythical interest 
amongst the constellations. Nowadays we have to struggle to equate the star configurations 
with some of the fabulous creations they are supposed to represent no doubt due to the 
different mindset of ancient astronomers. The whole activity is very subjective, but more 
worrying is the quality of the modem calculations carried out on the Cydonia region by 
non-NASA writers, and based purely on the 1976 images. Do we have volumes of tosh 
based on self-delusion, and very fuzzy mathematical reasoning? Unfortunately those that 
want to believe in an artificial Cydonia would accept every statement in the books as 
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accurate, but top scientists and mathematicians who could check out the data would no 
doubt take the NASA view that the images are tricks of light and shade in any case and not 
follow the exercise further. Thus a "Catch-22" situation arises, plus man's over-riding vanity -
why should Martian monuments look like people? 

Latest news reaching us is that probably the oldest UFO group in existence - Denis 
Plunkett's Flying Saucer bureau is to cease holding its Bristol meetings, and the doyen of 
UFO mags, the "Flying Saucer Review" is appealing for extra funds to continue publication.  
There is no doubt a monumental sea change taking place in society with few energetic 
people under 35 wil ling to take on club duties or even join groups, being totally immersed in  
gadgetry of one sort or another. Al l  the CIUFOR administration team are now between 50 
and 80 years, but we sti l l  have enough energy to keep going for a few years yet! We have 
managed to cut costs of printing this magazine considerably by use of the new laser system, 
but new memberships and renewals and any donations would be greatly appreciated. 

THE EDITOR 

================================================ 

NEWS IN BRIEF 

MARTIAN FACE 2001 :  Another "face" has been 
discovered in the region of Syrtis Major - a good 
3000 miles from the famous Cydonia monuments. 
The computer enhanced version of the mile plus 
wide feature is shown opposite, although the basic 
photograph looks rather less animated. Dr Tom 
van Flendem, an astronomer, seems to think it is 
an artificial creation. Flendem, who runs the Wash
ington based Meta Research who investigate 
"celestial anomalies" has asked NASA to rephotograph 
the area, but a senior NASA source says: "There 
has never been any intelligent l ife on Mars. It is 
quite true the photograph appears to show a human 
face, and other interesting phenomena. But they 
are just piles of rocks. Their impact comes from 
the play of light and shadow." 

DELHI MONSTER ATTACKS: As these notes go to press there are reports of a large 

ape-like creature attacking the citizens of Delhi, India late at night. Some believed it is a 

masked maniac (human), but others report something like an animal with steel claws. Just in 

case this is some sort of alien or Yeti we wil l  continue to check on the situation. 

CROP CI RCLES LATE: The first notified formation of 2001 did not appear until c 1 4th 

May - certainly the latest start for the past ten seasons. The figure is a combination of rings 

and circles in rapeseed at Old Winchester Hill near West Meon, Hants. Very restricted 

access to the field due to Foot and Mouth is a good indication of the problems to be faced 

in assessing the 2001 events. As at the end of April, UK growth rates were minimal due to 

the appall ing floods and biting cold nights, so a fair assessment would be that most crops are 

3 weeks behind their schedule, but could easily catch up in our fickle climate. It is also 
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noted that many fields have only just been sown into May so expect a very late harvest. The 
phenomenon, if driven by intelligence, can bide its time until crops are at the correct levels 
of maturity - noted in  the past that it marks in oi l-seed rape when the plants are about 4ft 
tall, in Bower and just forming the first pods. Considering this crop in  all its stages is around 
from March to August, there is a very deliberate targetting of the plants only in spring. 
Once the flowering stage is over no more circles appear. 

CROP CIRCLE MARTYR (2): We reported in the last Awareness that cavalier Ufologist, 
"truth seeker", Matthew Williams was hauled before the Devizes magistrates and fined £ 100 
for making a 7 pointed star formation in a Wiltshire field without the farmer's consent. Our 
investigator, Gordon Stewart, Northampton, informs us that he was camped out at the Barge, 
Alton Bames, Wilts for most of the peak season of crop circles in 2000 and was early on the 
scene to the purported William's creation. He considers this beautifully constructed 
formation was of the same standard as most of the other major designs nearby, and that 
Will iams would certainly not have the skills to produce it using stomping boards alone. 
Gordon also confirms the Williams' gangs boorish behaviour during the summer of 2000. 

A recent lecture given by Matthew Will iams in London was subject to protests by various 
groups and individuals he has offended, but, nethertheless, went ahead. 

M IN I  LIGHTS REAPPEAR NEAR CIRCLES: Two separate videos taken of a crop 
formation at the Dunstable Downs, Beds last July have revealed white lights moving around 
the area, and the description is almost an exact replication of the "German Students' Video" 
taken in Wiltshire way back in 1 991 . According to reports in the Dunstable Gazette of July 
26th 2000, in the first footage: - "The dot appears in the sky and travels across the field from 
right to left. The light is clear for most of the time, but becomes fuzzy and eventually 
disappears altogether. At one point the dot appears to be half the width of one of the 
tramlines on the field, but as it gets closer it gets smaller." The second video shot 5 days 
later by a different person: - "shows the white dot coming out of the middle of the circle." 

This evidence has been gathered in an area where few crop circles have appeared in  the 
past, and so enhances the reputation of previous videos taken around the Wiltshire hot-spots 
which may be subject to claims of faking. (Dunstable Downs are about 80 miles from 
Avebury). 

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM RADIOACTIVE!: Following on to M ichael Soper's 
article in the last Awareness, "Do UFO and Natural Radiations Inspire?" P 1 3- 14, we learn 
that Britain's top museum for geological exhibits, The Natural History Museum, in South 
Kensington, London, had rocks on display which are 60 times above the safe radioactive 
levels! The museum which attracts 1.8 million visitors annually, including 1 70,000 children 
had "no idea" they were zapping the punters passing through! After testing by a worker 
from the National Radiology Protection Body in April 1999, 891 mineral deposits (65 on 
display) had to be removed, and the museum directors were hauled before the Health and 
Safety Executive. As the levels of radiation were not in any way dangerous, the museum was 
given a conditional discharge on the payment of £6305 costs. 

Has any reader visiting the NB Museum or any displays of rocks and minerals elsewhere 
experienced changes of awareness subsequently? 

OLDEST UFO SOCIETY CLOSES: The British branch of the Flying Saucer Bureau, 
founded in 1952 by Denis Plunkett is to cease holding its weekly meetings at Bristol. 
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Originally set up as a branch of AI Bender's International Flying Saucer Bureau in 
Connecticut, USA, Plunkett has maintained the group for 49 years until, at the age of 70 he 
has decided to call it a day. In an interview to the Daily Mail, Denis quotes about 
membership: "They'd rather join UFO clubs on the Internet than sit in draughty halls 
watching slides and, worse still, there's a lack of flying saucers to spot. We are in a trough, 
sightings are half what they were in the sixties. They just aren't coming here any more." 

ROBIN LINDSEY: We regret that long time member, Robin Lindsey, (Peterborough) died 
on 1st February 2001 at the age of 55. Robin was a genuine UFO stalwart who belonged to 
many groups and gave his expertise freely in the tape recording of UFO conferences and 
meetings, being a BT engineer by profession. Unfortunately he suffered kidney failure at 
the age of 40 which resulted in a constant battle with ill health up to the time of his passing 
at a relatively early age. 

DESMOND LESLIE: The death occurred in February 2001 of Desmond Leslie, one of the 
best known UFO authors of the 1950s (Age 79). Probably his most popular work in Ufology 
is "Flying Saucers Have Landed" co-authored with the infamous George Adamski in 1953. 
This set the trend for many years to come - that UFOs were saucer shape craft, inspite of 
the dubious activities of Adamski. The book was believed to have sold a million copies and 
translated into 21 languages. 

Apart from writing about UFOs, Leslie was a "larger than life" character of Irish aristocratic 
descent who flew Spitfires in World War 2, wrote novels, produced and directed films, and 
composed music for films. His love life appears to have been particularly interesting! It was 
he that punched the ascerbic reviewer, Bernard Levin, on the set of the live, top rated satire 
show "That was the Week That Was" back in 1963 over some unfavourable comments! 
(Lionel Beer obituary, extracts). 

UFO VIDEO EARNS £20,000! Spectacular footage lasting 6 minutes of a UFO over 
Bonsall, Derbyshire, has been snapped up by an American TV company netting the lucky 

housewife, film-maker £20,000. The huge pink/purple doughnut shaped object is possibly 3 
miles across is believed by the purchasers, Kiviat Productions, of California to be one of the 
most important UFO footages ever taken. They are in consultation with NASA on the 
matter. It is hoped that the full sequence of Sharon Rowlands' video will be seen on our 
screens shortly. The village of Bonsall, near Bakewell, Derbyshire now looks to be the UFO 
capital of the UK, with at least 20 sightings over the past 3 months. As with previous 
hotspots like Warminster and Bonnybridge, we have no idea why this place has been singled 
out for multi-activity. 

CROP CIRCLE DEVELOPMENTS - STOP PRESS: There have been 9 events reported 
during May, mostly in rape and a further 5 to mid-June. The May formations look to be 
mostly unimpressive, but a number of "Mandala" themes are now showing in wheat and 
barley pointing to some very powerful stuff likely to arrive about mid-July. The present 
locations are in the usual Wilts/Hants areas, but an interesting design has been found in 
Northamptonshire. Our specialised search of Oxfordshire has not proved successful so far, 
but the main circle producing crops are still very green (to June 20th). Please refer to the 
Oxfordshire Crop Circle website for the latest news of 2001 circles. 

http://www .partyvibe.com/archaic/crop/index.html 

================================================ 

Place: Saltash, ComwaU 
Date: March 2001 
Credit: Data Research 

SIGHTINGS 

Compiled by Data Research 
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Time: 10.15am 

A man in _Cornwall a ve_ry reliable witness with good credentials, has informed us that in March 
he saw With a

_ 
fe�ale Witness, a round solid object, which appeared to reflect sunlight on bright 

metal. The s1ghtmg laste� for 5- I 0 mi�s. He states that the object remained stationary and 
appeared 

_
to leave � negattve vapour trruJ or distinguishing track. The sky was clear and very 

blue but tts tru� SIZe was not definable. He estimated the distance away from him about 
35,000 fC:t and I� moved a:ross a westbound passenger 'plane vapour trail the description he 
gave was the object as a bnght white light". 

Place: Claverton Down, Avon 
Date: 25'h February 2001 
Credit: Data Research 

Time: 7.00pm 

3 Witnesses, all ma�e, �ere looking from the top of a building on fairly high ground at the Cam
.pus of Bath Uruversity. They saw a light display - between 3 and I 5 lights as they were lo�king t�ough an open window at 7.00pm on a cold clear night sky. Just above some hills 4 

�omts ofhght appeared f?r approximately 1 minute duration. Then the appearance of lights at mtervals of about 2-4 ffilnutes for around 1-2 minutes duration. At each display the lights would appear roughly one by one over about 2-3 seconds (Though sometimes they appeared 

b
au

_ 
at once.). After about 7.15pm around 10-15 lights appeared at each display the last one emg at 7.21 pm. ' 

The lights app
.
eared in a?out the same area each time between 5 - 1 oo high and around so wide across the honzon. At times they would appear in pairs close to one another. 

At th . · · e same time a smgle light of equal intensity moved along the base of the ridge of hills b�ckwards and f?rw�rds for �he '7'hole duration of the sighting, taking about a minute to travel t s rout� .
each time 

_
m the dtrecttOn of Trowbridge and Warminster (The lights of each town clearly VISible on their vantage point). Only around 7. I5pm did one or two of the lights show any movement. 

Place: Huron, Ohio USA 
Date: August 2000 
Credit: Data Research 

Time: Afternoon 

An American lady who is a regular Contact contributor, kindly sent in this report. 

It wa� a lovely �u�y day with temperatures in the 70's very clear and dry. The sky was a 
beautiful blue With JUSt a few thin white wispy clouds and therefore was surprised when 1 
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glanced over to the left in the sky and noticed something rather ugly looking. At first I thought 
it was a helicopter or a huge plane. Upon looking again and it was rather difficult as there 
were numerous trees blocking my view, I could see then it wasn't a helicopter or airplane. 

All I could see was that it was extremely huge and menacing looking it looked like it was 
facing me and I had a sharp creepy feeling I was being watched. The colouration of the object 
was a dark blackish grey and it looked like it was trying to hide as there was a small cloud 
wrapped partially around it. A small portion of the cloud was dirty white colour whilst the rest 
glowed a hot looking red-orange. I believe the object radiated heat making the cloud glow this 
red-orange colour. I could see from my vehicle as I was travelling, this object was visible. As 
I reached my destination and turning off the road and entering the driveway I looked again and 
the object had disappeared. It was like it had never been there. 

Place: 
Date: 
Credit: 

Stokenchurch 
August 2000 
K. Owen 

Time: 6.45am 

A newspaper article sent in by one of our readers Kevin Owen (Thanks Kevin) was very 
interesting and we thought we would print a synopsis here. 

Frightened Nanny Michelle Williams was doubly fiightened by her second UFO sighting in one 
day. 

Michelle first saw a sphere shaped object from her window at her home when she got out of 
bed. She said it was around 6.45am on Friday morning and she saw something hovering above 
the trees at the back of her house. At first she thought it was a Police helicopter then suddenly 
it shot off in a straight line above the trees - then it just disappeared. Whilst slightly taken 
aback she thought no more of it until she was driving to work towards Mar low and directly in 
front of her she could see this object hovering and there were flashing bright white lights - she 
was very fiightened. It then suddenly shot straight up into the air and she nearly swerved off 
the road at that point. Michelle guessed the flying saucer must have been about the size of a 
large family car and that it was at least 200ft above the ground. Although the Police confirmed 
their helicopter had not been in the area at the time a spokesman at RAF Naphill had confirmed 
no unidentified flying object had been reported in the area! 

A parallel to this sighting came when an amazed Melanie Redgrave spotted a UFO in High 
Wycombe that same day, she claimed it was just hours after Michells' s sighting in 
Stokenchurch. Melanie drew the curtains upstairs when she saw a really bright light. She 
pulled open her net curtains to get a clearer view, she thought it was a large helicopter or a 
large jet but it was completely silent. It moved just slightly up and down then it moved to the 
right and vanished she also noted some orange lights around it. 
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Both ladies were very taken aback by their sightings and of course were concerned that they 
would be open to ridicule once friends and relatives had read the local news but thankfully they 
reported it all the same and it seems they had a first class sighting of an object which by all 
accounts is unexplained. 

Place: 
Date: 
Credit: 

Liverpool, Lancs., 
13/01/01 
Data Research 

Time: 7.00pm 

A Mr PB was saying "Goodnight" to his daughter at the front door of his house (Urban Area) 
when he saw above the top of the houses a shape described as a "Square turning round". He 
could not tell if the object appeared solid or had clearly defined edges as he found it difficult to 
describe but he noted the colour was of a dull deep orange, turning bright orange, (similar to 
car indicator light colour). The object did not emit or release anything and traversed in a 
straight line until out of sight. He estimated its distance around Yz mile with a height of around 
200ft. He could hear no sound from the object and the general weather conditions at the time 
were cold, with a clear sky and no wind. 

He stated he had never seen a UFO before and this was something totally out of the ordinary. 
He stated the object rose slowly, stopped then started to move slowly, changing shape the 
further away it moved. It seemed to get brighter as it changed shape in the short space of time 
he viewed its trajectory across the sky. 

Revolving Square 

Place: 
Date: 
Credit: 

Northants UK 
3rd November 2000 
Data Research · 

Dull Orange Bright Orange 

o-
Changed To Ellipse Then Full Circle 

Time: 5.45pm 

A Mr CDW was in his vehicle at Kings Sutton when over a farm he saw a craft moving very 
slowly towards Walton Grounds Farm. He saw that it stopped very close to the vicinity of the 
farm but by a field. The craft was then hovering and stayed in this position for 10 to fifteen 
minutes. 

He could quite clearly see the object which he described as being round and having a slight 
dome on the top with lights both top and bottom. It was very low and very large. He could 
hear no sound coming from the craft even though he saw it very clearly and he also noted that 
the lights surrounding the bottom of the craft were blue. 

Mr CDW states he has never witnessed any UFO sighting before and was very surprised when 
he first caught sight of it. He left the area with the craft still in full view. 
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LEICESTERSHIRE MYSTERY 
Investigated by Mike Soper and Geoff Ambler 

During the latter half of February 2001, a number of emotional phone calls were recei�ed on 
one of our lines from a lady apparently ringing from a factory somewhere north of Letcester. 
The witness claimed to be buzzed by a number of "lights" surrounding the place she was 
working as a night security officer. Due to various holiday commitments, the telephone 
numbers of both the above investigators were given to the caller who began ringing one or 
the other with ever increasing frequency. Her own return number appeared to go through 
some internal security system so CIUFOR was not able to ring back at any time. (lt appears 
that the witness must have been ringing direct from the factory). 

By the end of February, the caller was becoming distraught, st�ting that 
,
th� li

.
ghts were 

increasing in number from about 10 to 40 and she could hear an aeroplane ctrchng round. 
This aircraft as far as she could tell was a WW2 fighter type painted with "sharks teeth" on 
the nose to make it look more threatening. CIUFOR decided to try to meet the witness 
although the best we could establish was that she was at a �actory near Rearsby, a villa�e on 
the A607 Leicester-Melton Mowbray road, roughly 7 mtles north east from the ctty of 
Leicester. 

With limited information the investigators drove up to the area on Tuesday, February 27th 
hoping for a possible rendezvous with the emotional witness or at least get some background 
details. We were surprised to find the factory quite easily, isolated along a country road 
about 2 miles from Rearsby. It was a very large site with 3 main buildings either side of the 
highway. The car was parked close to a disused entrance while we checked the �ap and 
took some photographs at about 4 pm. In this exposed spot we soon attracted attent�on of a 
security guard who asked what we were doing there and for some 1.0. We explamed we 
were investigators from CIUFOR and believed a female employee on night duty had been 
continuously ringing Oxford numbers claiming to be buzzed by UFOs. This guard confirmed 
that a lady was doing a security night shift, but had not been into work since the previous 
Thursday night. He thought she had resigned, but did not know the reason. He laughed off 
the suggestion of UFOs being seen around Rearsby having claimed of being on the same 
night shift over many years and had seen nothing at all. Becoming more friendly he went on 
to say that the factory was originally the site of the AUSTER aircraft company, a famous old 
British marque no longer in business, but was now used by a firm making car parts. (Name 
witheld by CIUFOR). 

Finally we learnt that the night security operated in pairs and th�t our contact �n
.
d HER 

HUSBAND had been on the shift together. The husband was hkely to be arnvmg that 
evening at 7 pm so we felt we might be getting closer to the case, and arranged to return to 
the factory after dinner back on the road to Leicester. 

Driving back after nightfall we found the road absolutely pitch black and went on 2 miles 
past the factory to establish what the terrain was like at night. It certainly would be sea� to 
someone of a nervous disposition. Returning to the factory we found a short man wtth a 
mass of crinkly hair apparently waiting by the roadside next to a raised security viewing post 
which we earlier thought could be from where the phone calls were being made. It was 
indeed the witness, Mrs S.J's husband who had been waiting for us and was very keen to get 
the story off his chest. 
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THE HUSBANDS STORY: Mr J accompanied by a new companion (male) on the night 

shift, explained that Mrs J would not be returning to the job as she had "flipped" the 
previous Friday night and would not come out to the site again being completely overcome 
by a terrifying experience. She had been working in tandem on this shift for 13 weeks and 
loved wandering around in the dark checking all the doors etc - often insisting on doing her 
partner's turn. This was until the previous week when she suddenly became frightened 
claiming lights were following her around. It steadily got worse until the last night she came 
to work was spent cowering under the table in the security post. 

The husband was dismissive of these claims saying that many lights on aircraft could be seen 
from the factory as East Midlands Airport traffic was constantly on the move all around and 
various construction vehicles in nearby fields had lights on all night. He seemed to think his 
wife would not be very good at estimating distance or size of these lights. 

VIEW OF FACTORY GROUNDS AT REARSBY, SHOWING OLD AIRFIELD 
RUNWAYS (Geoff Ambler) 

What could have triggered it off? He thought possibly some of the lurid books and 
magazines she read showing us a tome on female murderers! Although Mr J mentioned 
UFOs and aliens, it was not recalled that whether his wife actually suggested they were 
present in any of her calls to CIUFOR, and there was certainly no UFO literature on view in 
the security room. He said they had been married for 24 years at the incredibly young age 
of 16 and nothing like this kind of behaviour had ever occurred before. We then were 
somewhat amazed to hear Mr J worked a 12 hour night shift, 7 days a week (well over the 
EU 48 hour limit!), so sheer fatigue might have been a factor in some of the events if Mrs J 
had been following the same regime. 

Finally Mr J gave us the home telephone number in Leicester and suggested we might call 
his wife. (This conversation is on audiotape). 

A few days later we made a courtesy call to Leicester and told the witness to let us know if 
we could help further. She was very appreciative of the investigators bothering to drive all 
the way up to Rearsby on her behalf. What followed was not what we expected. Now into 
early March, the witness again bombarded our phone lines with panic calls stating that the 
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PHANTOM AIRCRAFT and LIGHTS were now right over her Leicester apartment! Even 
her (adult) daughter could hear the aircraft continually circling around. In fact the daughter 
then made her own phone calls to us and went as far as to claim her boy friend had been 
outside the building and seen the plane himself! 

We countered by saying surely other residents would have seen and heard the aircraft and 
seen the lights over the metropolis of Leicester and there would be a big crowd outside 
protesting at this lawbreaker disturbing the peace. Mrs J did not communicate with 
neighbours and seemed to possess no logical reasoning. An attempt was made to pay a 
direct visit to Leicester, but Mrs J excused herself in the middle of the call, and her daughter 
rang back 4 hours later stating that the aircraft had not turned up that night and there was 
no point in coming up to Leicester. However the following night another hysterical call was 
made to Oxford - "It's back, you must see it, come now!!" The time was 9.30 pm; heavy 
snow was falling outside - a 3 hour journey to a remote part of Leicester would have taken it 
past mid-night. At this point we decided "enough was enough" - we would make no further 
contact unless the witness made a very definite arrangement for a visit. It never came - so 
here we have a fascinating case never having met the witness! 

CONCLUSIONS: Although the witness contacted CIUFOR presumably to report UFOs, 
the evidence points to a fonn of POSSESSION, as the only other eo-witness at the Rearsby 
plant. her husband, was positive there were no lights and buzzing aircraft present. This may 
be what arises in many abduction cases. 

Most of the latter events seem quite illogical, but the witness was so aware of their apparent 
reality that close relatives were deluded into believing they also saw lights and an aircraft. 
The link with AUSTER is a clue. The factory also had an airfield attached to it, so at some 
stage aircraft were regularly taking off and landing at Rearsby. Did Mrs J pick up a ghost 
from the past? Did an aircraft crash there possibly in WW2 with the loss of a pilot? Were 
the lights the ack-ack that brought the plane down? A link with the past looks to be the 
solution. Can anyone assist us in this investigation? 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BlACK TRIANGLE REPORT FROM OHIO 
Investigated by Vera Perry, Huron, Ohio, USA 

The following report shows remarkable similarities to black triangle events in Britain, from 
the configuration of lights; the faint humming sound and the ability to sit almost motionless 
in the sky. Twelve years since the Belgian flap and we still do not know what it is! (Editor) 

UFO baffles Sandusky County 
• Pyramid-like ob]' ect who was driving, sped� and tried to catch A similar sighting took place about 10 min· 

the object,whichwasmovingveryfast. utes earlier near Lemont, Ill., west of Similar to one seen The object slowed down and they stopped Chicago, said Peter Davenport, executive 'ght Chi the car underneath and got out. director of the center. same m near ea go 
"It was a black pyramid with three lights, "We like to get more than just one report 

By BRAD DICKEN (one) on each corner," Kwia� said. from one individual for any given case," he 
Staff Writer They heard a }lwn and then the object "shot said. 

CLYDE- UFOs might be the stuff of fie· up in the sky like a shooting star heading up." Davenport said that in Lemont, which is 
tion and over-imaginative minds, but if you Kwiatkawski, who said she's lived in Clyde also a rural area, a young woman was driving 
askJaimeKwiatkawskiabout Thursday night for about five years, said she's never seen and saw an object that she thought was 
she will probably disagree. anything �e the object before. She s�id a approaching fairly rapidly. She also followed 

Kwiatkawski, 18, of Clyde, and a friend were � Sp� wo� also reported seemg a the object she saw, which was described as 
driving southwest on Ohio 101 toward Clyde similar ob)ect that nigh� . triangular with three lights on each corner 
at about 10:30 p.m. when they saw a light in · According to the National UFO Reporting and one in the center, moving east. - - � -
the northwestern sky .. She described it as kind Center in Seattle, Wash., which was contacted 
of like the aircraft warning lights on towers, abo�t the UFO �� the Sand�ky �oll!ltY 
but it wasn't blinking. She said her friend, Sheriff's Office, this IS a very senous sighting. 
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INVESTIGATION OF UFO SIGHTINGS OYER CLYDE, OHIO 17/3/99: 
I called Jaime Kwiatkowski Saturday afternoon, March 27th, 1999 to enquire about the 
sighting. She told me on Thursday evening, March 11th, 1999 about 10.30 pm she and a 
friend were driving on Ohio 101 heading towards Clyde when they both saw an object 
moving very swiftly in the night sky. Her friend who was driving quickly sped up trying to 
catch up the object. Suddenly the object, which looked like a black pyramid with three 
non-blinking white lights, one on each corner and one on the middle of the craft, slowed 
down and her friend was able to stop their vehicle underneath the craft. 

Jaime rolled the window down so she could put her head out and look up at the object. 
Her friend however, upon turning the ignition off promptly got out of their vehicle and 
stood by the door looking up. Jaime said both she and her friend heard a low hum coming 
from the object. The latter at this point opened the driver side door of his vehicle and 
started turning the light switch on and off, signalling to the craft. Suddenly there was an 
intensity in the hum, whereupon the craft shot straight up looking like a shooting star as it 
quickly disappeared from sight. I asked Jaime if either she or her friend suffered any ill 
effects from the exposure to the UFO. She replied, "As far as she knew, nothing had 
happened." 

I asked if she had called the Clyde police. She said she did and upon hearing about the 
UFO, the despatcher replied they don't take care of that kind of report and told her to call 
the sheriff. When she got hold of the sheriffs department, there was a similar response 
from them telling her they don't do those reports and suggested she call Sandusky County 
Highway PatroL This time the Highway Patrol were very interested in everything she told 
them and infonned her they would notify the National UFO Reporting Centre in Seattle, 
Washington. They did do just that, and a little while later, Jaime received a call from Mr 
Peter Davenport, director of the centre. That was aJI she could tell me. 

Friday, March 26th, 1999 around 10.30 pm, I called Sandusky County Sheriff Dept and 
asked to speak to Deputy, Kyle Amor. I was informed he would be in at midnight. At 12.10 
am I called the Sheriffs Dept again and asked to speak to Deputy Amor. I was told he was 
out and in his car and would be back a little while later. At 12.45am (Saturday morning, 
March 27th) the phone rang and it was Deputy Amor. I identified myself stating I was an 
investigator with "Mufon", Seguin, Texas and asked for information concerning the UFO 
sightings in Fremont, Ohio on Sunday, March 14th. (later event in continued news clipping-
�d). 

Deputy Amor told me he responded to a call from a Mr Mark Walton near the 700 block of 
County Road 126 around 11.36 pm. When Deputy Amor got to the place of the sighting he 
said all he saw was this bunch of lights that was hovering really high up. He stayed there for 
about 10 minutes but nothing else happened, so he left and went back to the station. I 
asked for Mr Walton's phone number, but he told me it was unlisted and he couldn't give it 
out. I then asked him if he could please call Mr Walton on my behalf, and tell him I wanted 
to speak to him about the sighting and would he please contact me. He told me "Yes, he 
will do that." I thanked him and we hung up. I never heard from Mr Walton, so I don't 
know if Deputy Amor notified him or not. 

INVESTIGATOR'S WEIRD TELEVISION EXPERIENCE 22/3/99 
by Vera L Perry, Huron, Ohio 
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It was in the early morning hours close to 3.30 am, Monday, March 22nd, 1999. As I was 

watching channel 34 - also called "Kick at Night" run by Kickelodeon in New York- I ':as 

feeling rather hungry so I got up and went into the kitchen to get a snack. I was openmg 

the refrigerator door there and could hear the dialogue between the people on the 

programme. As I was pouring some milk into m� 
.
glass I suddenly heard

. 
a very loud 

irritating, metallic snapping noise coming from the hvmg room. I put the mtlk do� a�d 

hurried towards the doorway. My first thought was that our TV was broken, but standmg m 

the doorway going into the living room, I looked at the TV set in disbelief and shock -

"What in the world was I seeing?" 

We have cable TV, so Friday, March 26th, I called Erie County Cablevision Inc. in Sandusky 
and asked to speak to a technician. They connected me to a man called Jim - I quickly told 
him everything that had taken place and asked if he knew what it was. He told me he wasn't 
sure - sometimes the stations conduct certain tests for some reason or other, and maybe 
Kickelodeon had been doing that because the County Cable hadn't done anything at that 
time. However he concluded it sounded rather strange and promptly gave me Kickelodeon's 
number in New York. 

On Friday, April 2nd, I called them on this number and had to leave my own number and a 

brief message as they were very busy and it would be at least 24 hours before they could 

return my call. 

On Monday, April 5th, I called the National UFO Reporting Centre in Seattle, Washington 
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and spoke to the director, Mr Peter Davenport, about the different sightings and what I had 
seen on TV. He asked me to write everything down and send it to him. I did just that 
including a coloured drawing I made of what appeared on our TV set. 

A few minutes after the termination of my conversation with Mr Davenport, the phone rang. 
I answered and it was a spokesperson calling from Kickelodeon. I told what happened - the 
colour, shape and the noise, and the length of time. She was absolutely mystified. Then she 
mentioned 2 different times when what I had seen might have been a blue or pink 
background with a small dark oblong object with writing on the screen, saying specific tests 
were being carried out at these times. 

Sounding rather upset she said, "I can't tell you what it was because I don't know. We don't 
have anything like that; we weren't running any tests at that time either. I just don't know 
what it was." I thanked her and hung up. 

EDITOR: There are few cases reported of television signals being jammed and strange 
sound or vision substituted. The most well known is the "Ash tar Command" interference 
with a British news bulletin. We also have a group researching images "from the other side" 
- for which a member of Data Research is a consultant. This involves going through hours 
of blank video tape recorded off a non-tuned television to detect any features or sounds that 
might appear. 

It would seem a good method of making contact and not to break their cover - for an 
advanced intelligence to break up a TV signal and substitute one of their own. The 
circumstances of the above case seem to point to "Cosmic Joker" activity again, when the 
image is planted at the time (03.30) when only a handful of persons are likely to be 
watching, so the few that saw it could be said to be "nodding off" anct partly dreaming. My 
own experience of being wakened by a Banshee wail on May 23rd 1997 at around the same 
time of 03.30 was confirmed by my wife who awoke simultaneously, but we could never find 
anyone else who experienced it, so concluded it was activating through the sub-conscious 
mind. None-the-less there were forms of poltergeist activity occurring in the house for a 
week following. At the time of Vera Perry's TV manifestation there had been considerable 
UFO activity in the area over the previous two weeks including the black triangle event on 
March 11th (as reported in this edition). Thus there are always "connections" to alien 
activity, but "proof' is never quite reached - maybe deliberately so. 

================================================ 

BICESTER CRASH RETRIEVAL (1967)- UPDATE 

by Bill Foley 

In Awareness No 24-2 page 5, we summarised an article from the BUFORA bulletin 21, 
October 2000, titled "Bicester Crash Explained". I would like to make a few comments 
about the accuracy of the information the article contained. 

There were in fact 38, D21, unmanned drones produced by Lockheed Skunk Works Project, 
Name Tag Board, serial numbers D21/501 to D21/506; then D21B/507 to D21B/538. In June 
1963 a D21 was mated with a mothership aircraft for the first time, but the first flight did 
not occur until December 1964. 
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The operation of a D21 was to overtly its intended target country, complete its mission, and 
then return to a friendly country ejecting its camera in flight to be recovered by a C130 
mid-air recovery system. The D-21 would then self-destruct at a low altitude. 

It appears from the information I have only 3 missions were planned for 1967: 
(1) 28/9/67, D21/501 with mothership B52H - no mission flown due to accidental drop. 
(2) 06/11/67, D21/507 with mothership B52H flew 134 nautical miles. 
(3) 02/12/67, D21/509 with mothership B52H flew 143 nautical miles. 

If this information is correct, then the D21 cannot be the supposed craft recovered in the 
spring of 1967, because the missions flown were not until the autumn/winter period of that 
year - unless, of course, the supposed crash date is not correct We only have the word of 
one supposed witness who is only known to Andy Roberts and Tim Matthews and they are 
not very forthcoming with any information. I have written, telephoned and e-mailed them, 
and even sent a map of the area to Tim Matthews to indicate the crash site, but to no avail. 
I must admit I am beginning to wonder what their motives are and why they will not 
co-operate with me - I always thought co-operation and the exchange of information 
between groups and organisations was the way forward to try to solve these strange events 
many of which are still on-going including the Bicester Crash Retrieval. Have they some 
hidden agenda - I will leave this for you to decide. 

I have recently had a number of telephone conversations with Mr Tony O'Gorman, an 
aircraft historian and curator of a static display at Upper Heyford. He told me he knows of 
no crash which could explain the supposed retrieval. In fact he read the article in the local 
papers and thought it was a load of rubbish! He did say he remembers something falling 
from an aircraft that could explain the recovery, but could not remember the date. When he 
does locate the date he will telephone me. I asked him an hypothetical question: - if the 
crash did occur and it was a top secret USAF prototype aircraft coming down on private 
civilian land, would the recovered remains be taken to RAF Upper Heyford or RAF 
Bicester. He replied " RAF Bicester", and when I asked why, he replied "because RAF 
Bicester had the aircraft salvage team of 71 MU which recovered aircraft from all over Great 
Britain". I find that hard to believe, but I'm no expert. If anyone knows anything different 
please Jet me know through our PO Box. 

In a letter I received from the MOD on 20/5/1999, they stated they had checked the records 
of RAF Bicester for the period from January 1966 to December 1968 and found nothing to 
indicate that personnel attended or removed any remains of a crashed aircraft at Upper 
Heyford during that period. Neither the article or myself said that the crash was at RAF 
Upper Heyford, so again they misquote, but the point of interest was there. (Also these 
records are restricted only to RAF aircraft. If the one in question was a USAF type or 
manufacturer's prototype, then these would be unrecorded.) I have found nothing to 
suggest it was either. So if it was a USAF prototype - do you really believe it would not be 
recorded somewhere. I don't! As I have said before, 1 am getting nowhere fast, but I have 
not given up yet, so I will keep you informed - that's if this damned crash does not send me 
crazy first! Watch this space -------

EDITOR: With the fall of communism in Russia, the USAF withdrew from Upper Heyford 
in the mid-1990s. The MOD has now leased the site to various commercial firms, and flying 
over the base last summer I saw thousands of cars (unsold?) lined up on the old runways. 

================================================ 
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SQUIGGLE: EUROPE'S FIRST KNOWN UFO PHOTOGRAPH. 

by Daniel Gooding* (TRANSIT NEWS NO 1) 

In his 1923 book "New Lands", Charles Fort wrote about an unusual photographic case of 
thirty years earlier: "The photographic plate is a special condition, or sensitiveness." In 
Knowledge (16,234), a correspondent writes that in August, 1893, he had exposed a 
photographic plate for one hour. Upon the photograph, when developed, were seen 
irregular, bright markings, but there had been no lightning to this correspondent's 
perceptions_ 

In February 2001, I viewed and then obtained a copy of the original Knowledge article that 
Charles Fort was referring to, while researching at the British Library, London. The image 
that includes the so-called "lightning- or photographic defects" is reproduced here together 
with the relevant two pages from the magazine. 

In Knowledge, A.C. Ranyard suggests a prosaic explanation for the nature of the 
photograph,but is only able to consider this "not improbable". It seems to me unlikely that if 
Robert Levingston had carelessly moved the camera at the end of the one hour exposure, it 
would have resulted in these specific kind of markings_ 

In fact these spiralling or squiggle fonns are comparable to those on many photographs that 
capture the trajectory of UFOs, taken during the last fifty years. The remainder of this piece 
will feature some of these pictures - other people who have taken comparable photographs 
include August Roberts (July 1952); Dorothy Wilkinson-lzatt, and Project Hessdalen_ 

Here are the details of the images that follow: ( 1 )  "UFOs jet across the sky above Lake 
Ontario, as seen from the American side." Appeared in UFO Universe, Winter 1995, 
accompanying an article "What's Going On Beneath Lake Ontario? By Sean Robert Liddle. 
(2) "Thousands viewed four luminous UFOs for more than three hours from Fort Smith, 
Arkansas, August 15th, 1966. This 65 second exposure shows the typical spiral movement. 
Photo by Bill Spruell". Appeared in Identified Flying Saucers , Chapter 18, by Robert 
Loftin, 1968. (3) "Light in sky over Beira, Mozambique." In VFOs over Africa by Cynthia 
Hind, 1996. ( 4) "January 8th, 1990. Gulf Breeze, Florida. Photographed by Brenda Pollak, 
the UFO changed color over 100 times during the four-second exposure." In UFOs are 
Real: Here's The Proof' by Edward Waiters and Bruce Maccabee, Ph.D, 1997. (5) 
"Biomorphic Spacecraft?" --- Photographs taken by Ian Bale of Carlisle, in April of this year, 
using a 35mm Praktika camera --- Mr Bale photographed what he thought was Venus low 
on the horizon. On closer inspection (through binoculars) he saw that the "very bright light" 
was in fact "pulsing", and so he took several photos. As Mr Bale rightly points out: "Either 
these are an obscuration caused by my camera, or they are photographs of a biomorphic 
spacecraft captured on film, but not visible to the naked eye. If nothing else they raise the 
possibility that alien spacecraft are not only to be found looking like something 
manufactured on Earth". (One of the photos that) appeared in UFO Reality 3, 1996. 

* Check out the Globe in Transit website: http:/Jwww.xdream.freeserve.co.uk 

e-mai 1: dan @xdream.freeserve.co. uk 

Postal address: Globe In Transit, c/o 11, Wharton St, London. WC1 X 9PX. 

Gore Lodge, Glenageary, eo. Dublin. 
1 4th October, 189S . 

To tl� Editor of KNOWLEDGE. · 
Sm,-I enclose two photographic prints, which 

I am. told ma.y interest you ; they a.re :from 
. negatives exposed under the following circum-
stances. During a holida.y in Switzerland, at 
the latter end of August last, on a. beautiful 
moonlight night, I was tempted to expose a. plate in a 
small ha.nd ca.mera., the exposure, which was made from 
my bedroom window, being one hour, from about 10 to 
1 1  p.m. Nex;t morning 1 took a snap shbt of the same 
scene ; th.e prmts I send are from the resulting negatives. �he peculiaz: marks on the " moonlight " print showed up 
m the negat

.
rve _soon after placing in the developer, a.nd I 

:vas at ·:first mc�med to thro_w the negative aside thinking 
1t h�d been spoiled ;

,
for ,  owmg to my plates getting mixed, 

I_ dtd not at the time . know I was developing the moon· 
hght exposure, or I m1ght hs.ve treated it in a different 
m.a�er, w.ith perha.p� better results. I can only attribute 
the ztgzag ma:ks to hghtning, and thinking they are such 
I· send the prmts to you, understa.ndina you would be 
interested i,n examining them. � 

. 
I shall be ple�sed to have your opinion, or to give you 

any further partiCulars in my power. 
Yours truly, 

RoBERT R. LEVINGSTON. 

· DEAn Srn,-I delayed replying to your kind letter· of 
19th inst . ,  to procure the particulars you ask for as to 
" focal length " from a friend who has purchased from 
me the little camera in which the photographs referred to 
were taken. 

The camera has, I learn, a. " focal length " of 4t inches. 
The night on which the " moonlight " picture was taken 

was a;n extremely bright moonlight night, and, by way of 
experiment , I placed the camera. on the window-sill, giving 
just an hour's exposure. I was not · aware of any lightning 
or thunder, but there were no marks on the plate when I 
put it into the de�eloper, and the " lightn·ing " V) marks 

developed out m a most regular manner, the b1-if)hte:r 
pf/rts coming out very quickly after putting into the 
developer ;  furthermore , the line mark at the edge of 
the slide is quite clear in the negative, and no 
' ' lightning " marks appear underneath or outside this 
line, where, of course, the light did not act. I am .led 
to refer to the latter specially, because the Editor of 
Photogmphy hinted that the marks may have been 
pencil marks. · . 

You are quite at liberty to publish the photos, a.nd ifi  
can help by any further details, I shall be glad to  do so. 

Yours truly, 
A. C. Ranyard; Esq. RoBERT R. LEVINGSTON. 
[If the marks on the moonlight p hotograph ·we:r:e 

due to hghtning the flash must have been very close 
to the hotel window, for it will be noticed that the 
band of light seems to run into a complicated knot or 
tangle in front of the branch of a. tree at no great 
distance in the left hand foreground. Such a flash of 
ordinary lightning, discharged so close to the hotel, 
would probably have been accompanied by a. clap of 
thunder which the visitors at the hotel could hardly 
fail to have heard. 

Though the trace upon the plate has a genera.! 
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Switzerland 1 893 Levingston 

Lake Ontario 

Bil l  Sprue!! at Fort Smith, Arkansas 

(Contd Overleaf) 
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DEOEMDEB 1 ,  1898.] 

resemblance to . a. l_ightning photograph, it will be found 
o� clos.er exn.nuno.t10n

. 
to· e,_hibit important differences. �1ghtmng pursues tm 1rregnlo.r jagged course through the 

atr! but . hare_ the curves n.re rounded and the band is 
umfonn 1� bnghtness from one sitle to the other. In the 
�o-cn.lled r1�bon fln.shes of lightning one side of the ribbon 
�� much lmghtcr than the other , and n. series of brig-ht 
hnes may be traced running p�rn.llol to the bright edge ; 
for there n.re usnally several dtscharges at intervals of a 
few hundredths of o. second, which, as- a. general rule 
follow the �amo course. The t�rst flash, in D.ntling a. path 
of least resistance through the atr, probably jumps from one �us� particle to n.nothcr, and having once heated the air along 
1ts Jn.ggcd pn.th , the succeeding flashes, n.s a general rule, 
follo_w the same . course. of least resistance, as if they were 
fiowmg down a ptpe. �1bbou tl11shes of lightning are usually 
found to have been photographed with cameras which have 
been holcl in tho hand, and it ml\y be assumed tuat the 
opern.tor ha�;; moved with the camera in the interval �e�ween �he flashes . . nut, 11S Mr. Symons h ag pointed out, 
t t

.
ts poss1b!e to concelYo of n. ribbon Hash being prodnced 

w1th a statwnary cn.me�a. Thus, if a wind were blowing 
at the ra:te of _twenty m�les nn hour across the line of sight, 
the movmg n.tr woula, m the interval between tho flashes 
which sometimes amounts to as much o.s the fifhh of � 
second , h

_
nve cn.rried the �ust pu.rticles o.nd t�e pa.thway of 

heated a1r through a <hstance of nearly six feet. The second fias�1 , therefore, if not very ilisto.nt from the fixed 
camera., lntght �ccnpy an appreciably ilifferent position on 
the photograpluc 11late , and a succession of such flashes 
might give rise to o. ribbon -lilm flash although the ca.mer� 
was stationary. . 

. 
But in this cas e thoro is no stratification of the ribbon

li�e bn.nd, and t}1o band, though it differs in brightness in 
d

_
dferent parts , ts everywhere of the sn.me breadth while a. 

r1bbon flash of lightning differs in breadth a.t 1different 
parts of its path , being always broadest where the li"'ltt
ning path is at right angles to the direction of motio� of 
the p�oto�raphic pln.te or of tlte wind, and narrowest where 

. 
the

. 
chrect10n of motion is tangential to its curved pa.th, in 

wluch latter case the curve is· only displaced upon itself. 
I . would snggest that it is not improbable that Mr. 

Levmg�ton! after having mn.<le his moonlight exposure , 
took lns little camera. up from the window-sill ana 
forgetting that the direct light of the moon wonld �a.lre � 
trace upon the plate, turned tlle co.mera upwards while he 
looked about for the cap with which to cover the lens or 
while he passed the camera from one hand to the other 
an� clos?d the shutter over the dry plnte . The block 
(F1g. 1) IS �bout the same size a.s the original negative , 
�d �he :vhlte bn.nd npon it is about the twentieth of an 
mch .m diameter, which corresponds to the diameter of the ·  
moon a s  photographed in a camera o f  4� inches focus.
A� C. RANY.ARD.] 

Beira, Moza mbique 

e:.s 
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BRAIN RHYfHMS - DO UFOs RESPOND TO DESYNCHRONISING 

FORCES? 
by Michael Soper 

Some have made the attempt to link the considerable intlux of UFO reports since 1944 with 
curiosity concerning human development and interests in Nuclear sites and our technology. 
Considering what has changed in the world, we find there are other factors - for example the 
movement of large populations, and the mixing up within populations of immigrants and 
residents, and also the invention of television. 

Yet there is another factor which is not often discussed in relation to UFOs; and that is 
since the 1940s powerful drugs have been taken by a large minority of the population, 
starting with substances like phenobarbitone. Now this is not to say that those who see 
UFOs are "on" something, most often they are not. Yet consider that the operation of the 
brain and the production of brain rhythms is very often altered by these substances - that is 
specifically the alpha wave production can be weakened, strengthened or changed in 
frequency. (The alpha rhythm is the dominant field directed from the brain operating at 
8-10 cycles/second. Also identified are beta, gamma and delta rhythms acting at different 
frequencies). 

In considering the "ABIUTY TO SEE UFOs" as a state in which existing dimensional craft 
CAN be seen - because there have been cases where one group of pedestrians walking 
round a park see a huge UFO over the park, but another group, just as well sighted , do not. 
Thus even when the craft are present some witnesses will see nothing (or for some reason 
will NEVER look in that direction). 

Psychological experiments have also shown that there is a weak though active ability of 
people to "sense" alpha rhythms in other individuals. Generally the "alpha frequency" 
increases to the "ten cycles" in an adult from a much lower frequency in a baby, and there is 
a theory of mine that those who are strong alpha producers have more "social relevance", 
since those who can persuade to buy, and those that can pull a crowd such as the late Elvis 
Presley for instance are not bookish or "busy" people having a natural tendency to watch and 
contemplate. In fact watch salesmen in a big electrical store waiting for customers and you 
will see that they (1) stand; (2) keep up a light sporadic, meaningless chatter with each other. 

In other words they do nothing to create mental "business", memory or introspective frames 

of mind. Hence they act as though their pull is alpha related - the charisma frequency 

perhaps - though on the basis that people detect alpha somehow from others we can see 

that; 
(1) Strong alpha is charismatic. 

(2) Slow alpha is childish and may evoke protectiveness potentially. 

The latter may explain why many folk are rather sympathetic towards mongoloid 

impairments though not to other difficulties in their fellows. Let us say whether people 

develop similar phases of brain rhythms matters in society - which may be the case - then 

that feeling of "we are buddies" may relate to similar alpha behaviour and the "sociologically 

active" hypothesis of a UFO presence suggests that when populations are mixed up, and 

when the brain frequencies are modified, then UFOs will be seen AND PEOPLE 

CAPABLE OF SEEING THEM because there is a "TASK OF REUNIFICATION" of 

society which is requited by these psychic nurses who perhaps only sense and react to 

discordances - by letting themselves be seen outside. 
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Certainly those countries that see UFOs in quantity have much more of a mass culture and 
far fewer civil wars than those that do not In fact, Amazonian Indians, always under the 
forest canopy, have skirmishes once a month traditionally. (Note few are hurt). Jung 
believed the mere sighting of a Mandala improved inner concordance and here are Mandala 
shaped craft often active in our skies. 

When phenobarbitone was introduced in the forties, people were impressed by the 
enormous, sometimes beneficial effects this had. The less known result of this and other 
powerful drugs is a change in the nature of brain rhythms as measured by the 
Electroencephalograph (EEG). Check the list below and see what the effects are for the 
various drugs in use, since speeding alpha makes a person more businesslike (in the absence 
of contrary physical indicators). Slowing alphas produce a warm protective response 
(particularly with slight linguistic impairment), and strengthened alphas produce a state of 
"social relevance". Those persons who are victims of ALCOHOLISM and ACID intake 
appear "socially irrelevant". One aspect of this is whether the very drugs which are supposed 
to cure the slightly ill at clinics actually produce an increased social disadvantage in this area. 
Here are some drugs which effect the EEG: -

DRUG EFFECT ON EEG TYPE 
PHENOBARBITOL Speeds Anterior Anticonvulsant 

MEBAROL Speeds Anterior Anticonvulsant 

MESANTOIN Speeds Frontal Anticonvulsant 

MYSOLINE Speeds Frontal, Less Alpha Anticonvulsant 

VALIUM Speeds Frontal Sedative 

MEGADON Speeds Frontal Sedative 

PARALDEHYDE Fast and Slow - Different Areas Sedative 

CHLORPROMAZINE Suppresses sleep, Increases Epilepsy Tranquilizer 

LIBRIUM Persistent speeding of Anterior Tranquilizer 

MELLARIL Slows Tranquilizer 

STELAZINE Mixed slow and fast Tranquilizer 

PHENERGAN Slight general slowing Antihistamine 

SERPASIL May speed Hypertension 

DEMEROL Chronic use permanently slows Alpha Narcotic 

MORPHINE Initially slows - Chronic use Alpha Narcotic 
Strengthened 

CODEINE Ditto Narcotic 

HEROIN Initially slows, Chronic Use Alpha 
Strengthened 

2 1  
Narcotic 

METHADONE General Slowing For narcotic addiction 

DARVON Slight Speeding Analgesic 

TAL WIN Slight Slowing Analgesic 

ALCOHOL MINOR USE Slowing Depressant 

ALCOHOL EXCESS Suppresses Paroxysms Depressant 

ALCOHOL CHRONIC Weakens Alpha Power (Hopeless Drunk)Depressant 

SODIUM AMYTAL 

SECONAL 

CHLORAL HYDRATE 

PLACIDYL 

DORIDEN 

NOLUDAR 

BROMIDE 

PENTOTHAL 

MESCALINE 

HASH 

LYSERGIC ACID 
DIETHY LAMIDE 
MDMA (OR MDA) 

Speeds Frontal 

Speeds 

May speed 

Speeds Frontal 

Speeds with Spindling 

Slight Slowing 

Can Speed or Slow 

Speeds with Small Dose 

No effect 

Slight Change in Alpha Power 

Slowing with slightly decreased 
Alpha Power 
Fast Activity Increases 

Sedative 

Sedative 

Sedative 

Sedative 

Sedative 

Sedative 

Sedative 

Anaesthetic 

Hallucinogen 

Intoxicant 

Hallucinogen 

Hallucinogen 

Now there is a theory that Alpha strength is linked to the relatedness of the environment, 
and hence to effectiveness in social interactions. On this basis we might expect those drugs 
which weaken Alpha power might decrease social relevance. This happens with chronic 
alcohol and LSD, and for the person walking down the street both the drunk and hippy (who 
may have given you a flower) are irrelevant. 

Narcotics increase Alpha power whilst giving the user motives for dreaming. Yet in the 
sense that Alpha may relate to the psychic ability "pull", the link with the nineteenth century 
use of narcotics, and particularly, nicotine at this time should be compared to the popularity 
of the contemporary artistic works. Some of the creators (and no doubt some of the 
promotors and publishers) were under the effects of these drugs, but got into print with 
remarkably vacuous material. 
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What is the effect of slowing? One popular sculptor has to take Lithium which is actually 
just the chemical Lithium Carbonate, which must work by becoming related to the 
sodium/potassium nature of the nerves, and she does very well indeed. She says the drug 
forces her to work very steadily. 

Note these drugs slow brain activity: LITHIUM, MELLARIL, PHENARGAN, 
METHADONE, TALWIN, NOLUDAR, PHENC..'YCLIDENE. Now what we are saying is 
that there are 2 aspects which are made different by the use of drugs namely (1) "Social 
Relevance and Pull" and (2) "Protection", and that both are associated with the Alpha wave. 
Note Alpha power is the amplitude of the 10-12 cycles Alpha wave, associated with 
childhood, since children have slower Alpha waves, sometimes in young children as low as 7 
cycles. When this rhythm is reinforced in the adult brain, "timeless dreaming" happens, 
similar to the "dozing on, sleeping in" state. 

SYNCHRONY HYPOTHESIS: UFOs are seen in greater numbers where the brain 
rhythms are "unnatural" and in fewer numbers among cultures whose drug use is minimal. 
Until recently, Israel, a traditional unified culture, has ranked very low in the "UFO report 
count", and other old traditional cultures are just the same. Jung believed that UFOs were 
physical, though more often seen in areas with "psychic stress". On the other hand the USA 
took on vast numbers of refugees after the war and has a very high rate of UFO reporting, 
but a colossal rate of drug use too. 

United Nations report ISSN 0253 9403 contains statistics for the use of drugs around the 
world to 1996 in defined daily doses per 1000 inhabitants. For example the following figures 
are recorded for the drug METHYLPHENIDATE: 

COUNTRY DOSE COUNTRY DOSE 
USA 3.14 COSTA RICA 0.36 
CANADA 1 .58 ICELAND 0.27 
ISRAEL 0.54 NORWAY 0.17 
AUSTRALIA 0.51 CHILE 0.16 
UK (With NI) 0.49 NETHERLANDS 0.14 
BERMUDA 0.41 SOUTH AFRICA 0.12 
CA YMAN ISLES 0.40 BELGIUM 0.12 
NEW ZEALAND 0.39 

Hence the hypothesis has some support since Israel, which has increased drug use since the 
Gulf War (1991) has started reporting UFOs. Maybe this is just a coincidence - yet is there 
some substance when consumed that can GUARANTEE the seeing of UFOs when they are 
around? Quite an intriguing possibility! 

EDITOR: The above is not an invitation to try out some of the substances named! 
CIUFOR has reported in the past that UFOs tend to be seen when the witness is in a 
relaxed state and not focused too heavily (if at all) on the subject. Unfortunately this 
implies the observer is unlikely to see very much at an organised sky watch when maximum 
concentration is being used. The implication, in my opinion, is that the subconscious mind 
"sees" the object only if the conscious mind is turned off to some extent. This is when the 
witness is not thinking too hard or could be in an altered state due to drugs as Michael has 
been explaining above. Rapid dematerialisations of UFOs are explained by a sudden switch 
of concentration to a much higher conscious level. The possibilities are endless------
================================================ 
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ANIMAL MUTilATIONS - THE NEWOUAY ZOO INCIDENTS 1978 
Investigated by Emylin Price For Contact (UK) 

EDITOR: This bizarre case has raised a number of enquiries over the years and our 
investigator at the time produced a particularly clear report of the events �etwee� Feb��ry 
and September 1978. As his manuscript has just been unearthed after possibly gomg rrussmg 
for several years, it might be good policy to reproduce it in Awareness .

. 
Note we also have 

the investigating police officer's report (Police Constable 358) accompanymg. 

The likely causes of the mutilations are (a) Large predator, (b)_ Satanic ritual abuse, _ (c) 
Alien interference. As with the many American cases, nothing IS ever proved - but smce 
1978 many instances of "big cats" on the loose have been reported, and ritual abuse may still 
be going on from information being passed to us. As for the "aliens" ------

CASE REPORT: NEWQUA Y ZOO 

CASE TYPE: SUSPECfED ANIMAL MUTilATION. 
SITE: NEWQUAY ZOO, TRENANCE GARDENS, NEWQUAY, CORNWALL 

DATE: FEBRUARY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1978. 

INVESTIGATION SUMMARY: This series of incidents came to my attention as a result 

of an article in the CORNISH GUARDIAN describing a case the Newquay police were 

involved with at the time. 

As the published characteristics were similar to ones notified to all area co-ordinators by 
Derek Mansell (Head of Investigations) earlier in the year, I notified Data Research 
immediately. Derek Mansell then wrote to the Newquay police and received permission for 
me to assist in the enquiry. 

I made an appointment to see the head of CID, Chief I�spector Fouxes
. 

a�d the 

investigating officer, Detective Inspector Hulme. These officers bnefed me on the mc1dents. 

INCIDENT DETAILS: 

9th February 1978: Muscovy Duck Decapitated. 
16th February 1978: Bar Head Goose Decapitated. 
26th February 1978: Muscovy Duck Decapitated. 
12th April 1978: Muscovy Duck Decapitated. 
17th August 1978: Black Swan Beheaded. 
23rd September 1978: Wallaby Beheaded. 

Between the last two dates listed a Chinese Goose was found jammed beween the panels of 
the outer fence. Two carcasses were left for analysis - the Chinese goose and the wallaby 
killed in September. Of these two only the final wallaby was su?jected_ to post morte� 
analysis. The body of the goose was located by me, but the carcass IS unsmtable for analysis 
as it is badly decomposed. However the enclosed bone samples were taken. (A copy of the 
vets report is enclosed). The bone samples are from the upper cervical region; no trace of 
viscera etc remained owing to action of decomposition and local animal agents. 

It would have been helpful, if at the time, photographs of the other bodies had been taken 
in situ. 
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Mr Marshall, the zoo manager informed me, that after the killings, "the remaining wallabies 
had strange swellings on the jaws and sides, and the skin on the feet had turned white; this is 
so�et�i ng I

_ 
had never

_ 
seen before." This information was not notified to the vet or police, 

whtch ts a ptty, as phystcal causes could have perhaps have been established. 

As one possible cau�e �ould have been radiation exposure, I borrowed a Rawac Survey 
Meter No 2, measunng m Roentgens. An examination with this i nstrument produced the 
following results: 

W ALJ.ABY COMPOUND: 
APPROX. SITE OF W ALIABY CARCASS: 
ALL OTHER SITES V ISITED: 

0.2R 
0.2R 
O.OOR 

It should be stressed however that these readings could wel l  be caused by other radiation 
traces; for example there may be rocks which have a higher than usual background count or 
the meter needle may have strayed off the zero mark. 

Other physical evidence was a paw print found by the police during their investigations. This 
was never identified. The print was located near a hole where something had attempted to 
gain entrance to the lions cage! Another print was found in the larger pony paddock where 
one of the birds was found. 

In discussion with the keeper and the manager and police officers, I found that, earlier in 
the year, reports had been made by several, apparently reliable witnesses, that a large "puma" 
had been seen walking along the railway tracks behind the zoo. At this time no animals 
were missing from the premises. This is of interest in relation to the pawprin t  found outside 
the lion's cage - possibly related to the "puma". 

The keeper informed me that a pawprint had been found in the larger pony paddock where 
one of the birds was found, and in the corner of this paddock where a small bridge is 
located. No horses could be persuaded to approach the bridge area after the bird was 
found. This is of interest in view of the commonly held belief that horses have strong Extra 
Sensory or PSI ability and will not approach haunted spots. 

This area is within reasonable distance of the other affected sites and it is unusual that the 
horses which are accustomed tq humans were "nervous and very skittish" the following day. 
The pawprint was not reported to the police. 

To ru
_
le out the possibility of a sex seeking male cat I enquired if any of the ki llings occurred 

at a ttme when the three female cats were on heat - there was no connection. It would safe 
to assume that whatever killed the animals did not do so as part of a feline mating ritual. 
However it is difficult to reconcile a large cat with these kil l ings, as all were committed with 
clean cuts and bore no teeth or claw marks. It would be logical to assume that if a cat had 
done the killings the remains would be badly macerated and signs of a struggle and panic 
would be evident. However the situation is exactly the opposite; for example the black swan 
killed on August 1 7th, 1 978, to quote from a police report: "the neck and head were missing, 
but the body of the swan was unruffled and showed no sign of a struggle." 

The method of killing would indicate that the culprit is an extremely strong "person" or that 
some form of drug was used to pacify the animals. If tissue samples were available, then the 
drug if used could be detected. Certainly the kil l ing of the wallaby on the 23rd September 
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1 978 confirms this statement. It also rules out any known local animal in the Newquay area. 

The facet of the case which is very interesting is the lack of blood at the incident sites. At 
first this was thought to be due to occultists, but I understand the police have now 
discounted this after local enquiries. To deviate slightly, I have heard so far unsubstantiated 
reports of a herd of Dartmoor ponies found at the bottom of a gully also drained of blood. 
A similar case also occurred in the USA (see references at the end of this report), and was 
found to be related to UFO activity. It would seem that this case bears a definite 
relationship to the USA one, but unfortunately the relevant copy of the information cannot 
be consulted as someone has removed it from Data Research. 

REPORT SUMMARY 

(j) The killings are committed in  the early hours of the day apparently without security 
personnel hearing anything. 
® Whatever is responsible kills efficiently and rapidly. 
@ Blood & internal organs are removed by the killer either by drinki ng (see ref:) or by 
some form of suction device and container. 
® The killer must be within easy reach of the zoo (if terrestrial) as no person or animal has 
been seen entering or leaving the zoo area. 
@ If a human perpetrator is responsible, he must hide his blood soaked clothing near to the 
scene of his crime, as a blood soaked figure would be noticed. 
® It would seem probable that if a human is responsible he would be familar with the 
movements of the zoo staff in  order to make his entrance and exit unobserved, and, in  all 
probability, had loitered on the exterior several times while planning his entry point. 
(j) A possible disposal point for carcass parts & clothes would be the manhole mentioned in 
the report. 
@ In view of the Dartmoor case, I am sti l l  trying to locate the investigating officer involved. 
If  I succeed, details will be published in a separate report. 
® It would be interesting to see if any drugs for animals had been stolen shortly before. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Several factors remain to be investigated before a positive conclusion can be reached. These 
factors are: -
(A) Condition of an abandoned mine near the zoo (possible refuge). 
(B) Exact description of the "puma". 
(C) A search through past records to establish if any similar event has been reported in  the 
past, and if any similar incidents are on record for other parts of the country. 
(D) Have any patients with a history of Lycanthropy or "vampire" fantasies been discharged 
or escaped from any mental home recently? 
(E) Has any veterinary anresthetic of any type been stolen? 
(F) Has any surgical equipment - e.g scalpels or post mortem kits been stolen? 
(G) What if anything is at the bottom of the manhole in the paddock? 
(H) Any mysterious disappearances over the relevant period? 
(I)  Any reports of unusual aircraft or incidents? 
(J) Have the local population reported any loss of livestock? 
(K) Have any reports been received of organic matter being found nearby? 

REFERENCES: "Mystery Stalks the Prairie" by Robert Donovan & Keith Wolverton.  
"Awareness" Spring 1 976; Mysteries of Time and Space by Brad Steiger (Pub, Sphere). 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL ClAIM - THE TESTIMONY OF "RA11 

( INTRODUCTORY NOTES) 

EDITOR: The most frequent claim the organisation receives is that individuals are in  
contact with extraterrestrials or aliens. Less often we are contacted by beings claiming to be 
jus� th�

,
t. "�a" has just connected by telephone (June 2001 ) and sounds very much "homo 

sapu��s calhn
_
g from a rural part of Essex. He has followed up with 3 sets of testimony �etadmg our

. 
maccurate knowledge of the Sun and Moon. At this stage we have not had 

time to examme the details but pu?lish the Foreward and a letter directed to me. It is up to 
you readers to suggest the questiOns we should be asking to validate the extraterrestrial 
claims. 

FOREWARD: I appreciate that Contact International is a serious organisation. However I 
wo�l� ask you to recognise the Ancient Egyptian sense of humour. I am 41027 years old. 
This IS not a joke. 

It seems strange to me that people laugh when I tell them I 'm from another planet. It has 
only recent!� bec?me fas�ionable to be "Down to Earth". These days, it seems, people who 
know very httle hke to thmk they know a lot because someone with letters after their name 
has confused them. 

I realise that �hei
_
r are a lot of hoaxes going on, and I appreciate scepticism because it means 

people are thmking for themselves. I do not ask for blind faith. I am not a God. I am 
however, Ra of ancient Egypt. The sun god bit came about because my star destroyer was 
deflected through the sun by a tractor beam, and survived. We call them A.G beams by the 
way. 

I am not w_hat y?u call human, or Homo Sapiens at least. I cannot be killed. I can pass 
through sohd Objects, though I am not a stage musician and rarely perform "tricks". About 
20 years ago, I drove a motorcycle through a truck. Maybe I should be known as a Truck 
God. The motorcycle was less damaged than my recent spelling of the word. (sic) The 
mirror needed adjusting, no more. 

We h�ve been watching the inhabitants of the Earth from day one, and have influenced their 
evolution. The term, Dilithium was planted, as was the term Crystal, such is our humour. 
We do not call them Dilithium Crystals. We call them slow light emitters. The idea of a 
glass crystal is an intentional pun. 

We have transporter beams which we call Relocaters. However, I will use the local 
vernacular in order to communicate. It is more efficient than humming the Close 
Encounters tune ! Hoping to give you some Close Encounters of the Furred Kind. 

Ra I A.K.A Cat 

COM MENT: The perceived angle of arc of the Sun and Moon are altered by the Lens 
effect of the atmos�here. If you take a magnifying glass and look at a distant object it will 
appear _smaller (as ts the quoted 30o angle of arc of the sun) not to mention upside down. 
The echpse of the sun shows the angles to be the same, disproving the "science" view. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: I am enclosing two articles. The first details the correct 
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dimensions of the Moon and  Sun. If you have pictures of Niel (sic) Armstrong on the 
Moon, you might have noticed the lack of stars. Surely if the Moon shots were faked by 
Earth people, they would have remembered to include stars in the sky? No, the only thing 
fake about the moonshots were the Astronauts. 

Since the moon's gravity is similar to the Earth's, the Eagle might have landed, but how 

could it take off without assistance? By now you should be wondering why aliens would 

forget the stars. Simple - stars only shine in one direction, toward people when they require 

them to. Sounds odd? Not to a spaceman, I assure you. When you travel from one star to 

another, you only see the destination star. It saves energy. Remember the symbol of Ra, �? 

So why am I contacting you like this? Why isn't the Federation of Planets talking to the US 

government, showing off flashy technology etc. The answer - they already have. 

The Federation of Planets landed in America, 1 st January, 2001 .  The site was pre-arranged. 

These diplomats were greeted with a military cordon. The US government allowed no 

publicity. They waited for 50 days, then passed the matter on to the military. That's where I 

come in. 

Why not land in England? Well since America and England are "allies" the same situation 

is antcipated. Extraterrestrials, namely the E.S.T, (Ethyl Silicon Triphosphate) have already 

started doing deals with various governments. The E.S. T are Federation members. They 

are also criminals. They, like us, have been here for some time; thousands of years in fact. 

What can I do about it. Well I have 490 Federation Star Destroyers on red alert in the Sol 

System. I can do what I like. 

Why am I talking to you? You seem like a friendly native. That's why. 

You may notice some mistakes in the text. These are deliberate. These texts have been 

used as military code. For instance, Anthracite, is melted trees; the Sun is not % the 

diameter it is supposed to be, etc. 

Lots of Love, Ra I Federation of Planets Space Agency 

P.S If this all seems a bit "Star Trek" to you, you might check out some of the angles of the 

shots of the Enterprise. Indeed the model of the Enterprise must be very large if one pays 

attention to "F' stops available on camera lenses. I estimate the model to be at least 30 feet 

in length, if not bigger. 

At any rate, NASA engineers often quote the original series to explain concepts, so I have 

heard -------

EDITOR: The initial soundings look as if they have originated straight from "Star Trek", a 
TV series which must have lasted a quarter of a century. Does excessive interest in long 
running series take over our lives blurring fiction from reality? 

The second paper details the "correct" sizes of the Earth, Moon and Sun, the most startling 

being the Sun is only 526, 5 1 8  miles in diameter and is 22,929,006 miles instead of 93 million 

miles from Earth. The Moon is 6,821 miles instead of 2,1 60 miles diameter! The third 

paper shows how to make an " Ion Drive" from "Dilithium" using ratios of the Great Pyramid. 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
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Location : Huron Commerce Plaza, Shopping Centre, Huron, Ohio USA 
Time: Between 8.30 - 9.00 am Date: June 1 9th, 1 990. 

' 

Object : Electromagnetic force field from UFO (according to Dr Bruce 
Maccabee) . (Photo: Vera Perry) 

NOTICE 

The editorial staff of Awareness welcome contributions of articles (particularly with good 
i l l ustrations), book or film reviews, details of U FO sightings, letters discussing previous 
articles or general comments on UFOs, crop circles and related topics in the paranonnal 
field. Please address your material to the Editor, Awareness, P.O Box 23, WHEATLEY, 
Oxon, U .K, OX33 I FL. 
====== = ========================================= 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
UFO AND SPACE AGE PUBLICATIONS! U FOs, Conspiracies, Books, Magazines, Audio 
and Video tapes. For full list and bumper infonnation sheets send £ 1  refunded on first 
order. Write to Ms S.R. Stebbing, 41 ,  Tenninus Drive, HERNE BAY, Kent, CT6 6PR. 

AWARENESS BACK ISSUES: We can supply back issues of magazines from Vol 18 (nos 
1 -4) to latest (Volume 24). Some earlier copies may be available, as with the UFO Register. 
Please remit £1 .25 plus 20p post and packing for each copy ordered to P.O Box 23, 
WH EATLEY, Oxon, OX33 1 FL, England. 

TEMS: The Travel and Earth Mysteries Society holds a series of lectures and field visits 
mainly in the South East and Midlands. For details of current programme write to 1 1 5, 
Hollybush Lane, HAM PTON, Middx, TW1 2  2QY. 020 8979 3 1 48 

',f. � · �(l)@f/ /LJJ$/1 
IM@!Mltft'/I1l!t m� 

if�JYf5{ll71l!@M� 71@ $11(00% 
For Stock Check ,  please ring: 

PRICES � Postage & Packing! 

LIONEL BEER . . 
ISPACELINK BOOKS) 

· 1 1 5  Hollybush Lane 

. HAMPTON 

· · · . · . . · . Middlesex 
TW12 2QY 

The ama21n9 evidence for tme wa<ps, space nNs and ttme 
travel: the rorst book to tdent1fy a malO' new phenomenon 

and P<OIIIde a detailed sc�ent1fic explanation for 11 
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THtS LIST WAS PREPARED FROM NEW BOOI(S ACTUALLY HELD I N  S T OCK  S O  THAT ORDERS CAN B£ DESPATCHED WITHIN 2 DAYS O F  ORDER RECEIPT 

Fair dealing: Trading since 1 967 (34 years) ••••• No hidden extras for packing! ••••• Spacellnk Bool<s Is noted for its friendly and hassle-free service. 

� Time Travel � Softcovers wi th attrac tive covers: 5'/z "  x 8V2" 

The MONT AUK PROJECT -Preston Nichols and Peter Moon. 1 992. Experiments in time. I l l  us.  1 56 pages. £ 1 1 .75 

MONTAUK REVISITED-P.N ichols/P.Moon. 1 994. Phi ladelphia experiment,  Montauk base. l l l us. 248 pages. £ 1 4.00 

PYRAMIDS OF MONTAUK-P.Nichols/P.Moon. 1 995. Mysteries of ancient history, stars. l l l us. 256 pages. £ 1 5.00 
ENCOUNTERS IN THE PLEIADES: An i nside look at UFOs-P.Nichols/P.Moon. 1 996. Wei rdness. 245 pages. £ 1 4.50 

BLACK SUN-Peter Moon. 1 997. Montauk's Nazi-Tibetan Connection. German saucers. l l lus. 294 pages. £ 1 5 .75 

MONTAUK The A l ien Connection-Stewart Swerd low/P.Moon. 1 998. New twist to the saga. 244 pages. £ 1 1 .75 
The MUSIC OF TIME-P.Nichols/P.Moon. 2000. M usic industry, man i pul ation, t i me t rave l . l ndex. 232 pages. £ 1 5.95 
The MONTAUK F ILES-K.B.Wells. 1 998. Unearthing the Phoenix Conspiracy. l l lus. Bi bl iogr'y. 1 92 pages. £ 1 1 .75 

� � '(@ � Softcover books - sizes vary - (LgS)=8'12"x1 1 "  

BEST UFO CASES-EUROPE- I I Iobrand von Ludwiger. 1 998. Intriguing sc ientific study.Col.pics. 1 88 pages. £ 1 8.50 
CITIES OF DREAMS-Stan Gooch. 2001 rep. When women ruled the earth. Legends. l l l us. Index. 300 pages. £ 1 1 .25 
The COSMIC MATRIX-PIECE FOR A JIG-SAW Part 2-Leonard Cramp. Fascinating seque l .  Well illus. Index. 360 pages. £ 1 3.25 
ELECTROGRAVITIC SYSTEMS-ed.by Thomas V alone. 1 999. High voltage propulsion. Diagrams. 1 24 pages. £ 1 1 .00 
HEDGE WITCH-Rae Bath. 1 996rep. Modern guide t o  sol itary witchcraft and beli efs.Drawings. 1 88 pages. £ 7.90 
IN SEARCH OF GIANTS-Thomas Steenburg.2000.Bi gfoot Sasquatch encounters, Canada. l l lus. 255 pages. £ 1 2.95 
INSIDE THE GEMSTONE FILE-Kenn Thomas. 1 999. High co11spiracy, Hr.•ghes. Onassis & ,IFK. 250 pages. f. �  2.?.5 
The OCCULT SIGNIFICANCE OF UFOS-Douglas Baker. 1 991 edn. Inc. 1 2  case reports. lllus. Index . 1 28 pages. £ 7.50 
LIQUID CONSPIRACY-George Piccard. 1 999. JFK, LSD, the CIA,  Area 5 1  and UFOs. l l l us. 1 92 pages. £ 1 1 .50 
The LOST JOURNALS OF NIKOLA TESLA-Tim Swartz.2000. Tesla's strange l i fe.:.history. I l l  us.  1 56 pages. £ 1 2.50 
MIND CONTROL, WORLD CONTROL -Ji m  Keith. 1 997.  The Encyclopedia of mind control. I l l  us. 31 0 pages. £ 1 2.25 
ROBIN HOOD-Stave Wilson. 1 993. Folklore and ancient origins of. Green man. I l l  us. Index. 1 25 pages. £ 7.75 
The TEMPLARS-Piers Paul Read. 2001 . History of Knights Templars. 12 colour plates. Refs. Index. 355 pages. £ 1 1 .50 
The TIME TRAVEL HANDBOOK-David Hatcher Chi ldress. 1 999. Machi nes and folk lore. l l l us. 270 pages. £ 1 3.95 
The UFO BOOK-Jerome Clark . 1 998. Encyclopedia of the extraterrestrial. l l lus. lndex. (post • £ 5 )  720 pages. £ 22.50 
The UFO ENIGMA-Peter Sturrock. 2000em. Realistic study of the physical data. I l l  us. Index. 410 pages. £ 1 0.50 
UFOS: A CENTURY OF SIGHTINGS-Michael Hal l .  1 999. USA focussed history. I ndex. ( LgS. ) 385 pages. £ 32.00 
UFOS The GRAND DECEPTION and the coming of the New world order.Norio Hayakawa.1 993 .Typed. ( Lg S )  1 45 pages. £ 20.00 
�� � �  
The BLACKDOWN MYSTERY-Jonathan Downes. 2000. Ai r-crash or a UFO incident i n  1 996? 080 pages. £ 8.00 
WEIRD WAR TALES Vol . 1  UFOs: 1 939-45. Nick Redfern/Jon.Downes. 2000. reo-fighters and more! 080 pages. £ 8.00 
� 
UFO PHOTOGRAPHS AROUND THE WORLD Voi . 1 -Wendel le Stevens & August Roberts. 1 986. 256 pages. £ 1 3.50 
UFO PHOTOGRAPHS AROUND THE WORLD Vol .2-as above. B/W photos grouped for study. 256 pages. £ 1 4.50 
WHERE SCIENCE MEETS THE UFO ENIGMA-D.Bragg/P.Josl i n. 2000. Sol i d  case studies.lndex. 256 pages. £ 1 9.75 

� � � - January 2 0 0 1  
TIME STORMS-Jenny Randles. Newly identi f ied evidence for holes i n  t i me occuring o n  a regular basis. 
Al ien abductions as Time Storm events, near death ex. Time machine plans.8 plates. Index. 262 pages. £ 1 8.00 

� NEXUS Vol.8/2 Feb/March. Inner earth, galatic superwave, Tesla coi ls. Reviews. lllus. 088 pages. £ 2.95 

� WHAT HAPPENED ON THE MOON? Presented by Ronnie Stronge. David Percy and David Groves. 
Expose of faults in the Appollo photographs, radiation dangers, technology issues, & doubts. 222 mins. £ 1 4.00 
O T I IER LISTS: C lose  [ncountcrs • Crop Circles • Crypto1oology • [arth Mysteries • Magazines • Paranormal • Second-hand • Videos • Uf  Os • 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST ACE AND PACKING. Please make your cheque or postal order payable to: Lioncl Oeer 
Please send your order with payment to: Lionel Beer, 1 1 5  Hol lybush Lane HAMPTON Middlesex, TW1 2 2QY. 
US dollar bi l ls are welcome, but check mid- rate and add one dol lar for handling. ( USA dol lar checks are only taken 
if made payable as advised - please ask ) Non-UK customers are asked to add 1 0% overa l l  for higher postal costs. 



M. Soper 


